
Wilbo Saggins is an interesting hobbit. Like his friends, he loves to play hobbit games 

like lacrosse, basketball, and dancing, but he has one passion above them all; singing. When 

Wilbo arrived at his school he was a respectable looking hobbit. Even his hair was cut in the 

classic hobbit style. But soon he grew to an enormous height that towered over his classmates. 

He liked to wear a cloak with the pattern sewn on upside down at his request, which he 

had obtained at a running race. He would sometimes do strange things like jump out a window 

and attack a brush like it was Smog the evil dragon. He would wear bright clothes, some of them 

that he even sewed himself and he would sing whenever he was away from his friends. His 

favorite song was Firework by his childhood idol, Katy Perry.  

But the thing that made everyone shun him, was the fact that he liked to wear shoes. The 

hobbits all thought it strange to put a cloth over perfectly healthy feet. And he didn’t just wear 

these shoes but he spent all of his money from lifeguarding on the Brandywine River. His 

classmate Quin, a classic and respectable looking hobbit, claims that he has spent almost 4000 

silver pennies. Even his father Rich the Rich disowned his son for his strange obsession. The last 

straw was when Wilbo came home and told his father he was eating out of his shoe cereal with 

his friends! 

One sunny morning, after getting on his brightest pants, he walked outside and sat down 

to put on his favorite pair of shoes. He started singing Firework in a pitch too high for his voice 

and brushing the dust of his shoes. The other children including Quinn looked on at his strange 

activities. Suddenly, a gray wizard appeared in front of Wilbo.  

“Hello, Gandalf '' said Wilbo, hardly surprised. He was used to Gandalf appearing in 

front of him.  



“You are tasked with going to the fountain of evil and chugging the whole thing. This is a 

task for only the bravest and noblest of hobbits and I, Gandalf the Grey, have chosen you to save 

all of the hobbits from the eternal curse.” 

 In his school, Wilbo was famous for chugging water on the first day of school to the 

admiration and slight disgust of his fellow hobbits. So of course, Wilbo said “yes”. This was 

what he was waiting for.  

He filled a knapsack with the dearest things to him including a small statue of a white 

soldier from the front of his cart and a small Takashi Murakami fabric flower from a dear friend. 

He put on his Yeezy 350 butters and walked down the lane and over the hill. That was the last 

that Quinn ever saw of Wilbo Saggins. No one knows what happened to Will but rumors 

speculate after chugging the evil fountain he settled down in a place called Montana with one of 

his mentors Kanye of the West.  

 


